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Abstract

Based on the relevant literature, this paper study the impact of online shopping return policy on consumer purchase behavior from the dimension of return policy, consumer perception, consumer purchase behavior and so on. In the online shopping environment, the return problem between retailers and consumers is more obvious. Based on the researching achievements of predecessors, return policy can be divided into three dimensions: return cost, return time limit and efforts. Consumer psychological perception of return policy is based on the traditional consumer perception, which can be summarized into three aspects: perceived risk, perceived quality and perceived fairness. In the online shopping environment, the consumer purchase behavior is still a specific research and in-depth discussion. The return policy, as the key information between the two decision points, is of great importance to consumers' purchase and return behaviors.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of the Internet, mobile phones, tablet computers and other electronic devices has changed the way people shop. Online shopping has become the main stream of people's consumption. Online shopping has changed the traditional way of shopping, brought us great convenience, but there have been some noteworthy issues. According to relevant media reports, in November 11, 2015, even though the day trading volume of up to 91 billion, there are 63% return rate. Different from the traditional shopping, consumers cannot understand the characteristics of the product directly in the network environment, and it is easy to misunderstand the graphic description of the item. Consequently, the return rate increased.

The problem of online shopping return is becoming more and more obvious, which has become an important factor in consumer shopping experience and business management. Those problems are uncommon in the traditional shopping model, which need to improve in the consumer behavior theoretic-which has become the focus of research scholars. Based on the relevant literature, this paper studies the impact of online shopping return policy on consumer purchase behavior from the dimension of return policy, consumer perception, and consumer purchase behavior.

2. Dimension of Return Policy

As the main strategy in the field of logistics and supply chain management, the return policy is the competitive means for the manufacturer to manage the retailer effectively. The traditional return problem can be classified into two categories: one is the return problem between the retailer and the supplier, and the other is the return problem between the retailer and the consumer. The earliest research on return policy is based on the traditional purchasing environment, Fornell and Wernerfelt (1987) believe that liberal return policy can improve customer loyalty and positive word-of-mouth. Therefore, enterprise should regard the return policy as a part of the complaint management strategy, so as to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises.

In the online shopping environment, the return problem between retailers and consumers is more obvious. Based on the researching achievements of predecessors, return policy can be divided into three dimensions: return cost, return time limit and efforts. Return cost are reflected in two aspects: Refund of commodity and the expenses of return. Chu and Gerstner (1998) analysis three refund policies: no questions asked, no refunds, and verifiable problems only, and show that ‘no questions asked’ as the most efficient way to handle consumer opportunism. Under
the policy “Return of Goods without Reasons”, the merchant's refund policy includes a full refund and partial refund (Che, 1996; Su, 2009). Coverage and durations of different policies vary significantly across e-retailers (Posselt, Gerstner, Radic, 2008). There study taking into account e-stocking, shipping and handling fees, and coverage duration. According to the Value-Determination theory of marketing, the market price of the commodity has a certain time, so the ‘return time limit’ is also a limiting factor in the return policy. As for the efforts, Davis (1998) firstly postulates the concept of “Hassle”. Enterprises can adjust the level of “Hassle”, affecting consumers return behavior (Su, 2009). Davis believed that the amount of time, effort, and extra expense are part of the effort of return (1998).

3. Consumer Perception

Consumer behavior is caused by external stimuli, resulting in a certain motivation or attitude. External stimuli affect the internal perception of consumers, and thus affect consumer behavior (He Aizhong, & Li Xifeng, 2016). The internal perception of consumers can be considered from many aspects. Based on the relevant literature, this paper will analyze the influence of return policy on consumer's psychological perception from three aspects of perceived risk, perceived quality and perceived fairness.

3.1 Return Policy and Perceived Risk

Bauer (1960) of Harvard University fist introduce the concept of ‘risk’ into the field of marketing. He explained the influence of subjective factors on consumer purchase behavior from a psychological point of view. Due to the uncertainty of consumption, consumers bear the unknown risks. Many scholars have supplemented the concept of perceived risk on the basis of Bauer. The perceived risk theory of consumer behavior mainly regards consumer behavior as a kind of risk-taking behavior, since the consumer cannot determine the results of the purchase after the purchase, so in fact consumers bear a certain risk.

Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) first studied the composition of perceived risk, and concludes that perceived risk includes five elements: economic, functional, physical, psychological and social risk. Based on that, Perer & Tarpey (1975) proposed time risk. Stone & Gronhaug (1993) summarizes the relevant research results, and divided perceived risk into six dimensions: performance, physical, economic, psychological, social, and time. The related research on the components of perceived risk is more comprehensive. In the different context of a purchase, the degree of consumer perceived risk may be different, and the composition of perceived risk may change.

Jarvenpaa & Todd (1997) proposed the ‘privacy risk’ as a dimension of perceived risk of online shopping, explained the consumer perceived risk from five dimensions: time, function, social, self, privacy. Sandra (2003) believes that economic, performance, privacy, time/ convenience risk is the most concerned issue for consumers in online shopping.

In online shopping environment, consumers’ perceived risk is usually higher than that of physical store. In the network environment, consumers can only recognize goods by the merchant's graphic description, but may not directly distinguish the quality and performance. At the same time, the authenticity of the information provided by the business cannot be guaranteed, making the uncertainty of network consumers to increase, and these will enhance consumer’s perceived risk. Pappas (2016) summarizes perceived risk for three reasons: First, consumers cannot check the goods before the receipt of goods, so may worry that the goods cannot meet their needs; Second, consumers worry about online shopping services; Third, consumers worry about personal safety in online shopping.

In order to eliminate the concerns of consumers to promote the consumption of goods, some sellers offer “Return of goods without reasons” policy. Related legal regards “Return of goods without reasons” as the basic right of consumers, in order to alleviate the unfair information in the online shopping environment between the merchants and consumers. With the proposition of this policy, many problems are alleviated than it used to be. Some scholars have studied the impact of return policy on consumer online shopping behavior based on perceived risk.

In his study, Davis (1998) observed that the relationship between return policy and sales volume, and points out that the loose-return policy can increase the sales volume. Based on general management, loose return policy will reduce consumer perceived effort level, return operation is more convenient, and consumers are more prone to return behavior.

Poel and Leunis (1999) confirm that the return policy can reduce consumer perceived economic and product risk in the shopping process. If consumers are not satisfied with the product, consumers can easily return based on a loose return policy, to some extent, loose return policy can reduce consumer concerns before shopping.

The return policy can reduce the perceived risk of consumers and reduce the possibility of false purchase. However, the additional costs that may arise during the return process, the time and effort required are all related to perceived
risk. Understanding the specific relationship between the return policy and consumer perceived risk is helpful for the enterprise to adjust the return policy, reduce the perceived risk of consumers, and promote the purchase of consumer network.

3.2 Return Policy and Perceived Quality

Perceived quality is an abstract subjective evaluation of goods or services by consumers. Perceived quality is based on the analysis of all kinds of relevant information in the market. Steenkamp (1990) believes that the perceived quality of products is a kind of personal value judgment. For personal or environmental requirements, consumers make judgments about the quality of a product after analysis, through relevant hints such as product description, packaging and advertising.

Perceived quality is measured through product reliability, security, ease of use, information accuracy, website design and content. Tan, Lee, & Guan (2001) choose the content and accuracy of web content as the measurement dimensions of perceived website quality. And other scholars use website design and responsiveness to measure dimensions of perceived website quality.

The research on ‘perceived quality’ mainly focuses on the perceived quality of shopping website. In the actual online shopping environment, perceived quality includes two aspects: perceived good quality and perceived service quality. According to the utility economic theory, consumers will pursue the maximum utility and satisfaction under the condition of limited resources. Improve perceived quality of goods can help consumers make a more satisfactory choice in the shopping process. High perceived quality of service is conducive to improved customer evaluation of the product, which will improve the customer's intention to purchase the product, also could reduce the possibility of consumers to buy back the product to a certain extent.

Some scholars have studied the impact of return policy on consumer perceived quality. The research shows that the lenient return policy, as the signal feature of commodity quality, positively influences the quality of goods before and after the purchase (Wood, 2001). Quality perceptions were higher in lenient conditions than in restricted conditions even after physical examination of the product by the consumer. At the same time, a lenient return policy will reduce the consumer's decision-making time at the time of purchase.

It can be seen that the perceived service quality is the main influencing factor in the impact on consumers’ perceived quality. When consumer perceives high quality of service, perceived product quality will improve at the same time. In order to improve the quality of consumer perception, delivery of high quality goods and service signals, enterprises can provide a positive return policy, timely response to consumer demand on returns.

3.3 Return Policy and Perceived Fairness

Perceived fairness is a reasonable evaluation of the price or service of the merchant (Adams, 1966). Perceived justice is a kind of psychological feeling that consumers are treated fairly in trading activities. Lind and Tyler (1988) believe that fairness allows people to maximize self-interest in transactions. One of the important premise of consumer's behavior response is perceived-fairness (Vaidyanathan & Aggarwal, 2003; Bolton & Alba, 2006).

Perceived justice includes four dimensions: information equity, procedural justice, interactional justice and result justice. Clemmer (1993) and other scholars proved that these four dimensions are also applicable to consumer returns circumstances. Information fairness mainly refers to whether the merchant conveys the proper information to the consumer (Bahn K D & Boyd E, 2014). Teo & Lim (2001) shows that perceived justice can significantly affect consumers' repurchase intention through empirical study. Kim et al (2009) argue that perceived equity affects consumer behavior through mediating variables.

Due to the properties of online shopping environment, there is a lot of information asymmetry between businesses and consumers. Consumers are Inferiority in this shopping environment. For consumers, the return policy reduces the unfairness caused by asymmetric information to a certain extent. Meanwhile, a reasonable return policy, a positive return attitude, are helpful to consumer awareness of procedural justice, interactive justice and fair results. Pei (2014) confirms that the effort in the return process, the return limit, and the proportion of refunds all affect consumer perceptions of procedural justice and perceived result justice.

4. Return Policy and Purchase Behavior

In this paper, we consider the return policy as an external stimulus and analyze its impact on consumer perceptions. Then we compare the consumer purchase decision model and discuss its effects on consumer's purchase intention.
4.1 Purchase Behavior Model

The research on the theory of consumer purchasing behavior is relatively mature, many experts and scholars put forward some typical models of consumer purchase decision.

Table 1. Consumer purchase behavior model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>The main work</th>
<th>consumer purchase model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engel (1969)</td>
<td>Consumer purchase behavior includes five aspects: stimulation or input factors, external factors, information processing evaluation, purchase decisions, purchase results, the key point is Purchase decision.</td>
<td>“Engel-Kollat-Blackwell” model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicosia (1968)</td>
<td>Consumer purchasing behavior is the behavior by individuals and families units, rather than resale of goods by the manufacturer and distributors of the reseller.</td>
<td>Nicosia model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Sheth (1969)</td>
<td>Consumers need to compare and analysis product from all aspects of the purchase, in order to achieve maximum utility. Consumer behavior is not only decision-making behavior, but also the whole process of purchasing behavior.</td>
<td>Howard Sheth model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehrabian, Russell (1974)</td>
<td>The SOR model is proposed based on environmental psychology, which indicates that the consumer’s purchasing behavior is caused by external factors, psychological and behavioral responses after individual treatment.</td>
<td>Stimulus-Organism-Response model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Kotler (2000)</td>
<td>Consumer behavior is a process of consumer to find, select, purchase, use, evaluation and disposal of products and services in order to meet the needs, including subjective psychological activity and objective activity two aspects.</td>
<td>Kotler behavior choice model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The Impact of Return Policy on Consumer Purchase

Under the traditional purchasing environment, once the consumer makes a purchase decision, the basic purchase behavior is over. Some post purchase perceptions can be used as an experience towards the next purchase. The above models all focus on the consumer purchase decision. In the traditional purchasing environment, possibility of return after the purchase may be smaller, so there is no specific research on the purchase decision and return behavior. Online purchase environments differ from traditional purchases in that the purchase decision is more likely to be framed as two separate decisions: consumers' decisions to order and, upon receipt, their decisions to keep or return the item. These two decisions are separated by a period of time and crucial experiential information often is available only at the second decision point. (Wood, 2001; Su, 2009). Therefore, in the online shopping environment, the consumer purchase behavior involves a specific research and in-depth discussion. The return policy, is the key difference between the traditional and the online consumer perceived behavior and is of great importance to consumers' purchase behavior and return behavior.

At present, many scholars study consumer online shopping behavior based on SOR (Stimulus-Organism-Response) model, combined with signal theory, equity theory, perceived risk theory and so on. Return policy leniency is one way to minimize the inherent consumer risk, but retailers may avoid instituting overtly lenient policies because they expect increased return rates (Wood, 2001). At the same time, lenient return policy reduces the cost of consumers to change the inadvisable decision of failure, reduce consumer perceived risk (Constantinides, 2004; Mukhopadhyay & Setaputra, 2007). Return policies allow consumers to defer their purchasing decisions until after they gain some...
experience with goods. In so doing, they insure consumers against ex-post loss, which allows a monopoly seller to charge more than otherwise. It is shown that the seller adopts the return policy when consumers are highly risk averse or retail costs are high (Che, 1996). Some scholars suggest that retailers can simulate the consumer purchase and return by establishing the mathematical model of probability distribution of consumer purchase and return (Mukhopadhyay & Setaputra, 2007).

5. Summary

Some new features of consumer behavior in online shopping environment such as opportunistic behavior, impulse consumption need to attract our attention. As the protection of consumers’ basic rights and interests in online shopping environment, return policy and its impact on consumers cannot be ignored. This paper summarizes the current research situation of the impact of online shopping return policy on consumer purchase behavior. discusses the consumer psychology perception related to the return policy, and the related content of consumer behavior decision-making model. The main points are summarized as follows: 1. based on the existing research, the return policy can be summarized from the return time, return costs, return operations. The three dimensions, can be used to measure the return policy leniency. 2. Consumer psychological perception of return policy is based on the traditional consumer perception, which can be summarized into three aspects: perceived risk, perceived quality and perceived fairness. 3. Combined with the characteristics of online shopping, the perceived risk associated with return policy includes two aspects: perceived economy risk and perceived convenience risk. Perceived quality includes perceived service quality and perceived product quality. Perceived justice includes four dimensions: information justice, procedural justice, interactional justice and result justice. 4. The original theory of consumer purchase decision model is relatively mature, research on consumer online shopping behavior can be developed based on the original model.

6. Research Prospect

Although the research on network return policy dimensions were discussed, and based on the return time and return cost on consumer purchase behavior, few studies neither consider the return policy as a whole, nor compare the influence of each dimension on consumer purchase intention.

The research based on the consumer's psychological perception mainly focuses on the perceived risk, the research structure is single, and the consumer psychological perception is not carefully divided. There are few studies on perceived risk, perceived justice, perceived quality and other factors simultaneously.

Few scholars pay attention to the change of consumer decision making in online shopping environment. Future research can focus on the analysis of the similarities and differences between the two consumer decision-making models, as well as factors that have an impact on these two decisions, in order to improve Consumer Purchasing Behavior theory, and provide more accurate reference for enterprises to adjust the network management strategy.
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